
DREAMS AND VISIONS OF MICHAEL GRIFFITHS 

Hello to you all, KIA Ora from New Zealand. 

THE COMING OF THE NEPHILIM 

Since the creation of my warning website a number of people from New Zealand and the United States of America have contacted me 

in regards to Nephilim alien dreams and encounters they have had. Some have been in direct contact with these beings while others have 

had dreams from the Lord about them. 

I believe they are very real.  

I actually don't believe in aliens as such, but believe that they are supernatural part celestial (angelic), and part terrestrials (man), living 

somewhere out there and are a part of Satan's end time last plan. 

You might disagree about the alien subject, you might be in the mind where you believe the universe to be so vast it’s silly to think that 

there is no intelligent life in other places. 

Well if the Lord has shown you this is the case I would like to hear from you, he hasn't told me. If there are then good, if they preach a 

gospel that is against the gospel of Jesus Christ then they are of the anti-Christ. 

Because every knee shall bow in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue shall confess that Jesus Christ is lord, to the 

glory of the father. 

Note: "in Heaven and on earth." 

I have had encounters with these beings and some of the encounters would fall into the alien abduction category but the name of Jesus 

defeated them dead in their tracks. 

I think they are hybrids fallen angel and human origin. 

They have high technology. 

They are under the power of Lucifer himself. 

They believe in or are preaching a new age doctrine. 

I have seen them appear in my house they are very tall 9-10 feet could be higher.  

I have seen a strange UFO in the distance during one of these encounters. 

They are the pilots of many UFOs and have passed the technology to mankind. 

GIANT SKELETON 

This morning the 5th of April I had a dream where I was standing in the street near an old church. A huge skeleton 3 times my height 

walked down the middle of the road toward me. It approached me and stopped. I had to strain my neck to look up at its head it was so 

huge. It looked down at me and said "YOU HAVE TO GO." It had a very deep voice. I was thinking to myself "no I won't go." Then as 

I thought that it grabbed a hold of my lower neck and squeezed me hard and I was in pain. I said "Yes ok, I will go." It then released its 

horrible grip. I was taken to a building. I heard a voice say to me in my head "This will be voluntary at first." I knew this was the 

Nephilim rounding humans up for something evil, maybe the mark of the beast. I was thinking to myself "someone will defeat them in 

the name of Jesus."  

This dream I just had I think will be a future time where humans have lost all their rights and the Nephilim are on the earth. I don't know 

why I saw this giant only as a huge skeleton; maybe it represents them being dead inside.  

They are the walking dead or the soulless ones. 

STRANGE BLUE PLANET 

In 2007 on the 29th of April the Lord gave me a very vivid dream of a blue planet out in the night’s sky. It to me seemed like another 

earth. I could see a cluster of star like lights all packed tightly around this blue planet very closely. These were not stars because they 

were close to the planet but like bright glowing lights. I was amazed at it but wondered what it meant.  

Just recently on the 29th of April 2009 2 years after the first blue planet dream the Lord showed me it again in another dream. In this 

dream I was standing looking up into the sky, suddenly I was whisked up into the air then into space it felt like I was going faster than 

the speed of light. I saw this blue planet approaching and as I neared it some strange looking craft shaped like crescent moons came up 

from the planet and attacked me. This I know seems weird like a sci-fi movie but it was very real. Blue bolts were flying at me I don't 

know what I did to defend myself but I managed to destroy 5 of these craft.  



I then sunk into the atmosphere of this planet and saw green landscape and blue ocean. I saw a city very briefly and whatever I did to 

the attacking craft I tried to do to this city but this city had some sort of invisible barrier protecting it. 

So what does this mean? 

Could the stars from the first dream that surrounded the planet be these strange craft I saw in the second dream? 

Is this the place where the Nephilim have been living since the days of Noah's flood? 

I think this very well could be where these being have been living since the days of the flood. I believe from what others have told me 

and from my own encounters that they have come back in a small way already but as we draw closer to the end of the age Satan's grand 

scheme of deception and delusion will take center stage on the world scene. 

We will have these hybrid beings appear on the earth in the public eye pretending to be our space brothers or maybe our Gods. They 

will be against Jesus and the bible and will no-doubt preach an anti-Christ new age doctrine. 

If any of you have seen this blue planet in dreams or the Lord has shown you anything similar I’d like to hear from you.  

In 2005 I saw in a dream the whole world looking up into the sky at this silver gleaming craft descending. It was beautiful and looked 

like a typical flying saucer seen around the world. This dream was I believe was the day when these beings reveal themselves on the 

world stage. 

NEW ZEALAND JUDGMENT DREAM UPDATE 

On the 29th of April the same night as the blue planet dream I had a dream about a New Zealand tsunami. It should be noted that in 

2007 when I had the first blue planet dream I also had my first New Zealand tsunami dream as well. This has happened alot over the 

years the dreams fall on the same dates, I don't know why. 

In this dream I was driving toward Waihi beach, an east coast settlement on the North Island of the country. I began to drive down a hill 

toward the beach then suddenly stopped in my tracks. The sea level land was completely covered in ocean not even a house roof could 

be seen. I spun the car around and raced up the hill to higher ground. The water was rapidly rising even as I made my get away I could 

see waves rolling past my car. 

I found out in the dream that getting back to Tauranga where I live, a large city down the coast, was impossible. 

Please pray what to do if you live in Waihi Beach or know someone who does, I have no sort of idea when this could take place.  

I myself live in Tauranga, the place mentioned in many of my tsunami dream warnings, but the Lord has not told me to leave. I trust he 

will warn me before it happens but if he does not that's fine. It’s up to him. 

I have seen in a dream, but have never released, that Kati Kati, another east coast town, was damaged by a large earthquake. Also with 

this I have no idea when. 

PIRATES WITH A WEAPON 

In 2007 I had a clear vision or dream while asleep. I was on a ship with some pirates; it was a large container type ship. They had a 

nuclear weapon on board and were evilly excited about detonating this device. I told them to immediately let me off the ship. All I recall 

was it was a large cargo ship. 

A very powerful evil presence entered my house and stood next to my bed straight after this dream, so I believe it is very real. The evil 

spirit was annoyed that I was shown this evil plan. Please pray about this only if the Lord leads you to. 

I have never brought this dream to light, but as pirate activity seems to be on the rise, it’s time to warn. 

NEWS ROOM MAY 25, 2008 

On Monday North Korea detonated a nuclear weapon underground. A year ago to that date I had a dream. 

I was in a news station the news anchors were crying and comforting each other. Someone had died and there were a host of animals 

that were also in the news room. The person who had died was the guardian or the father of these animals. I saw Tigers, and some Bear 

looking creatures. 

A woman said "I can't believe he is gone." When she said this, a huge bear standing on a stage in the news room let out a terrifying roar 

and began to shake angrily; also its eyes began to glow very brightly. Then a caged tiger began to go crazy in its cage and was smashing 

the cage to pieces and was nearly free. The bear was already free. 

What does the tiger represent Siberia, India, or Indonesia? I believe the bear could be Russia. 



What I understood from the dream is that these animals represent global powers. Something is about to happen which will anger terribly 

the Tiger, and the Bear. 

MAY 27, 2008 THERMO-BARIC 

Around this time last year I had a dream where a Thermo-baric (heat and pressure) weapon was being dropped from a bomber - not sure 

if it was a Russian bomber. I saw people and trees being lit on fire from this bomb which exploded like a nuclear weapon. I noticed 

tumbling fiery boulders coming from the explosion. They were travelling at high speed away from the epicenter and catching things a 

light. 

There was a group of people associated with this dream and a child who was starting school in this dream. I went and saw these people 

recently and found out to my surprise that in fact this child was about to start school just like in the dream.  

This could be timing. 

MAY 29, 2008 DEAD BODIES AND WAR 

Last year this month on the 29th I had a dream I was walking through a paddock and I had to watch where I was walking because the 

paddock was filled with dead bodies. I was being guided by a female and she told me to be careful.  

She said to me "Watch out for the dead bodies." 

I could see clothed skeletons scattered in various parts of this field, the last one I saw was near a barbed wire fence. I climbed the fence 

and followed the woman into a hole in which we entered a barn. We ran out of the barn and hid. There were enemies near and we knew 

we had to hide from them. I then heard a farm bike approaching a group of people and I hid behind some farming equipment and rubble. 

I ran around the side of the barn and saw a road. A huge group of people were running in terror toward me from something. I knew these 

people were villagers. This place felt like Europe and I saw a big tank swing around a corner chasing after them. The people were 

attacking me as they ran past. I knew there was total lawlessness. They were hiding from an occupying military force and also killing 

each other.  

Is this an occupying force in Europe? 

ANGELIC BEINGS WAKING UP 

On the 5th July 2008 I saw a wilderness in the desert somewhere. It looked cold like early morning; the colors were all blue and purple 

haze. I saw a large temple rising from the sands slowly. It had figures in different poses carved into the sides of the temple; they were 

people. I was transported into this temple and saw large stone tombs or crypts. I knew that angels were inside these tombs frozen in 

stone like statues. I could see them beginning to wake up. Color began to flood into their faces like the stone was becoming flesh and 

blood. Some of them were wearing strange looking ancient helmets. It was as though they were waking up from a long sleep. Some 

were frozen into the walls of the temple and others were lying on their backs in stone crypts. I saw one with long hair like a woman 

waking up; he had long flowing red robes on. I could hear this music playing in the background like Gregorian monk chanting or operatic 

type music as they woke. Some had long hair, some had short hair; they were ancient. 

ANCIENT BURIAL GROUND ABYSS 

This I believe is an ancient Nephilim or fallen angel tomb where some of these beings were or still are imprisoned.  

If you have had a similar dream I’d like to hear from you. 

I had another dream on the 25th of July 2008 that some of these evil hybrid beings were buried somewhere in Russia under an ancient 

city. I was told in the dream that they were hybrid beings. I could see some of them and they had long hair like a woman, the face of a 

man, and teeth like a lion. Just like in Revelations 9:7. They I believe are the creatures that are from the abyss. I saw that they were 

violently biting people like you would see on a vampire movie and the people they bite were transforming and were violently 

manifesting. 

PLANE CRASH 

This dream was on the 9th April 2009 

This dream began I was standing in the country side amongst rolling hills and a plain. I was standing next to a white truck and two others 

were standing there with me at a distance. I heard a roaring in the distance and looked and saw an airliner type aircraft 737 or larger 

approaching. It was white and blue with two jet engines on pods mounted one under each wing. I didn't think much about it just it was 

flying slowly. 

I saw it then suddenly pull into a very tight turn and just miss the ground like a wing over. I could see the passengers in their seats 

through the windows. I saw that the pilot was having trouble with the yaw control and as the plane came close I saw part of the tail 

section, the hori-stab [horizontal stabilizer] was missing. I began talking to the others who were with me and we watched the plane go 



into another steep climb. I heard a whistling sound and a shrill whirling like wind. I looked up and a piece of the plane’s tail came 

crashing down right next to me into the ground. 

I looked up and saw another piece break off. I had to dodge that piece as well. Then I heard another whirling sound and saw a massive 

section falling down toward me. It was a part of the fuselage I could see seats attached to this section it was big. I grabbed a person next 

to me and we just got out of the way. 

1. It was a large jet passenger airliner. 

2. It was white and blue. 

3. It broke apart in flight. 

Pray for any airlines that you know have this color aircraft in there fleet if you believe the Lord is leading you to. 

This is my dream update for now. Please pray to the Lord about any of these dreams if you’re not sure of them. You can trust the word 

of God the bible as the truth over these dreams. 

I encourage you to put your trust in Jesus Christ the Saviour and like it says in John 14:6 the only way to the father is through Jesus 

Christ. Jesus is the way, the truth and the life. 

I believe we are in the last days, we must be vigilant and listen and obey what the Lord is telling us to do. The Lord Jesus has given us 

prior warning through his word what we should expect in the days ahead. 

God bless you all in Jesus name.  

Feel free to contact me at scopey00@gmail.com 

My website www.endtimepublisher.faithweb.com 

Michael Griffith 

New Zealand  

April 28, 2009 

 Hi everyone 

It is Michael Griffiths here from New Zealand. 

God bless you all in Jesus name. 

This is my second update email to go along with my website www.endtimepublisher.faithweb.com 

I believe more than ever we have to clean up our relationships with God. I myself have to take more time to study the word and feed 

myself.  

My dreams are only to serve as a warning for people but I hold the word of God the bible as the ultimate truth. You can trust the bible 

totally over my dreams and visions. 

I can see how anti-Christ society is becoming and it just means we have to keep listening and obeying the voice of our Saviour, Jesus. 

The word of God says we will be persecuted for following Jesus. It’s something we have to expect.  

Reading the word of God and being doers of the word not just hearers, building our houses solidly on the rock of Jesus Christ. The 

storms will come we know that from what the bible teaches we must get closer to our Saviour like never before. 

We can't survive on just a little bible reading now and again but we must soak in the word daily and spend quality time in prayer. 

The verse that springs to mind is Matthew 22:37-40 

Master, which is the great commandment in the law?  

37Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind.  

38This is the first and great commandment.  

39And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.  

40On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.  



The other thing is we can't just accept anything; we must measure it up with the word of God. If it comes against the word of God we 

cannot trust it. If you even read something of mine that doesn't sit well with you don't trust it! 

We must trust the bible as truth; the minute you begin to question the word of God is the minute you will start to doubt and then 

ultimately you will become confused and get lead astray into deception and delusion. 

The question about aliens is what I want to raise.  

If they exist fine; if they preach against the word of God, not fine. 

According to the bible you can only come to the father through the son John 14:6. This is a truth we have to hold onto tightly in the days 

to come a very strong delusion is on the way. It is dangerous to research the alien phenomena. If you do be sure you are strong in the 

word have your foundations in Jesus and know what you believe because there is strong new age anti-Christ teachings associated with 

ET's. 

Just from what I can gather they will come preaching against Jesus.  

Knowing this doesn't change a thing. We must use the time right now when we can still say now, to get our lives clean and spend time 

in prayer, fasting if that's what the Lord leads you to do, and reading the bible. 

Remember never question the bible just believe it with a simple faith as pure truth and ask the Holy Spirit to teach you through it. 

Forgive everyone that has wronged you; this is a dream I had recently.  

The Lord reminded me in a dream to forgive a person recently because our time is running out. 

Matthew 6:14 

Mark 11:25 

I know it’s hard but it breaks the power of the enemy over your life. 

I have heard of an elderly person here in New Zealand who was cured instantly of arthritis when he began to forgive someone. 

Remember the Word of God is truth; use it as a measuring stick against my dreams. 

I have noticed recently a rapid escalation on the Korean peninsula.  

MAY 18, 2009 THE GORGON  

I saw an ancient creature standing in the middle of a large city. This creature was larger than a man but was lizard like but stood up like 

a man. It had muscular arms and a long tail behind it. 

I was very amazed at the sight of this creature its face really stood out, big black eyes and a mouth filled with razor sharp teeth. It had 

appeared in the middle of the city and was surrounded by soldiers and armoured cars. Everyone was shooting at it but it was no good. 

The being didn't even have to touch them; it had psychic powers and people were getting lifted into the air as if by an invisible force 

and literally torn in two. I saw tanks being crushed by this force and cars ripped in two. It was an amazing sight. It leaped into the air 

and stayed there hovering and threw something like an athlete throws a javelin. A bolt of glimmering lightening flew from its hand and 

destroyed something in the distance. It was roaring like an angry lion. 

I saw the words GORGON. This is what it was called. I did a search on the net and it was a creature from Greek mythology. The creature 

I saw looked nothing like the pictures on the Internet. The eyes were the only things that were the same, they were pictures of women 

with snakes for hair but what I saw looked more like a giant reptile. 

There was a giant bolder behind it. I think it may have come from this asteroid-type rock. 

This might be some sort of hybrid being, a part of a Nephilim abomination. It was very powerful and had supernatural powers. 

I think this dream is somehow connected with the tsunami and the damage to the moon. 

This is all for now. One thing I want to add is that I heard at the beginning of this month the "last post" in my sleep. The last post is a 

trumpet call for soldiers who have died in the war. My grandfather, a world war 2 veteran of North Africa and Italy, had this played at 

his funeral. Also it is a song played on Anzac day, a New Zealand and Australian memorial day we have to remember fallen veterans. 

The point I want to make is I got the impression that war is coming very soon. The dream I had as I heard this song was of people my 

age and younger buying guns; and then I saw a war memorial and the post played. A feeling of great grief was present in this dream. A 

war is coming in the physical and people who are able bodied may be called up. 

God bless you all. 



Michael Griffiths. 

MAY 18, 2009 TSUNAMI  

I had another very vivid and scary dream about a Tsunami striking New Zealand. A wave came from the north than from the east, 

covering the beach along the east coast. There were large earthquake type after-shocks after the initial destruction. I saw the moon rising 

over the ocean and it had impact damage on it. The top of the full moon was smashed to pieces and I could see into the moons interior 

partially. 

I then heard a radio conversation and the global leaders were discussing how to respond to the emergency. They wanted to evacuate 

everyone and the Australians would supply transport. They were worried about a second possible wave. Then I heard the leaders talking 

to the Brazilians about how to deal with this sort of disaster. I heard "THIS IS A GOOD TIME FOR US TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 

THE SITUATION." I was amazed how the moon could affect the earth’s tides. 

I also saw these words appear in the dream from a cell phone text: 

"MAN MADE HUMAN DISASTERS" 

"NUCLEAR WEAPONS" 

I heard that a large building had collapsed in the area. 

MAY 27, 2009 

On the 27th of this month I had a dream where I saw a timeline very quickly this is what it said 

"THE TOWERS WILL FALL" 

"TOWER IN AMSTERDAM COLLAPSE" 

"OBAMA STRIKES" 

I don't know what this means other than a tower in Amsterdam will collapse. 

MAY 28, 2009 ATLANTA RUSLAND  

I had this dream last night. I saw central and northern Europe, including Scandinavia, covered with a Russian flag. And on the map as a 

title it read "RUSLAND ATLANTA" 

I then saw a proud man standing in the middle of the North Sea. He was very proud of Rusland Atlanta. 

I then saw a town in New Zealand and Rusland Atlanta signs around the town.  

Could this be a future Russian empire or a new trans-Atlantic empire that will control the globe? Could this be a prelude to the one 

world government? 

Please pray about all these and only accept the word of God as ultimate truth. 

 

JUNE 13, 2009 

Bless you all in the name of Jesus Christ. 

I have a warning here for New Zealand, I believe God’s judgment is near for this nation. 

I believe many nations will come under judgment soon. 

Over the last few years I have had recurring dreams from the Lord about the coming destruction of the Tauranga, a large coastal city 

here in New Zealand. 

In the dreams the theme is the same - huge amounts of the ocean rushing inland and swamping the city. Also I have seen Waihi Beach 

a town in New Zealand being struck by this wave and damage in Kati Kati from an earthquake. 

My dreams began in 2002 with a frightening dream of a gigantic Tsunami approaching Waihi beach. 

Then on the 31st of January 2007 the Lord spoke to me in a dream he said:  

“WHY SHOULD I CONTEND FOR TAURANGA ANY LONGER!" 



I was scared after this dream and prayed that he would save the place on the account of only 100 out of 120,000 that live here truly love 

him. 

Then I had dreams that began to all fall on re occurring dates here they are 

29th April 2007 

25th April 2008 

28th June 2008 

28th July 2008 

29th April 2009 

18th may 2009: this dream was almost identical to the one dated June 28th 2008 

Some dates are not exactly like the first two Aprils, but I believe God is asking me to warn again. 

From what I gather from all the Lord has shown me through these dreams is that continued SIN against God is what is going to bring 

great destruction to New Zealand. I saw first in 2007 a city near the sea at this time I didn't realise it was Tauranga and in this dream the 

inhabitants were all marked on their foreheads. A great mass of water covered over the city and the ground slumped down and everyone 

drowned. Then a year later nearly I had the dream again. This time I was standing at the tip of New Zealand and I heard the blast of 

sirens. I ran to the tip of the country in my dream and stared out at the ocean I knew a huge wave was approaching. Then ocean began 

to rise around me and I was lifted into the air and travelled north to south with a bird’s eye view. I passed over rolling green hills and I 

saw a huge exodus of peoples running up mountains trying to escape the rising flood waters. Most of the people were drowned because 

the waters rose higher than the hills. I knew this area had to be near or, Auckland. 

Next I came down the coast on the eastern side, I could now see Waihi town the water had risen as high as a car roof and I could see a 

torrent of foamy water raging around black hill a well know feature in the town. I knew if the water was high in Waihi, it must have 

been well over Waihi beach town which is 100meters lower then Waihi town itself. 

Waihi beach and Waihi town are two separate communities, Waihi town sits on a high plateau. I then went further south and saw 

Tauranga being overrun by the ocean; it seemed to be roaring into Tauranga like a swollen river. 

The next significant dream was focused primarily on Tauranga and in this dream I was standing at the coastline near a feature called Mt 

Mauganui, at Mountain near the beach. I heard an angel cry out to me from heaven it was so terrifying that I hid from its voice, no one 

else around me in this dream could hear it. People were happy and walking along enjoying their lives like they were going to live forever 

in this beautiful care free paradise. I then was given a panoramic view of 3 waves striking the city all from different directions. There 

was a hard rumbling as one of these waves approached. 

On the day I had this dream a man from America contacted me and told me he had a dream about a city starting with the letter T that 

had been destroyed by a huge earthquake off the coast of New Zealand then a huge tsunami. He said he could see cars, and buildings 

under water. It was going to take 7 years to clean up the devastation it was so bad. He said the city was on the east coast of the north 

island of New Zealand. That's Tauranga. New Zealand isn't a very big place. 

This was a conformation from the Lord.  

I believe I have been called to be a watchman to warn about the coming destruction. The Lord said in his word to me if I don't warn and 

people die I will be held accountable for it. If they don't believe it that is not my fault. It’s up to them but I must take action to send this 

out. 

EZEKIEL 33 

1Again the word of the LORD came unto me, saying,  

2Son of man, speak to the children of thy people, and say unto them, When I bring the sword upon a land, if the people of the land take 

a man of their coasts, and set him for their watchman:  

3If when he seeth the sword come upon the land, he blow the trumpet, and warn the people;  

4Then whosoever heareth the sound of the trumpet, and taketh not warning; if the sword come, and take him away, his blood shall be 

upon his own head.  

5He heard the sound of the trumpet, and took not warning; his blood shall be upon him. But he that taketh warning shall deliver his 

soul.  

6But if the watchman see the sword come, and blow not the trumpet, and the people be not warned; if the sword come, and take any 

person from among them, he is taken away in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at the watchman's hand.  



7So thou, O son of man, I have set thee a watchman unto the house of Israel; therefore thou shalt hear the word at my mouth, and warn 

them from me.  

8When I say unto the wicked, O wicked man, thou shalt surely die; if thou dost not speak to warn the wicked from his way, that wicked 

man shall die in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at thine hand.  

9Nevertheless, if thou warn the wicked of his way to turn from it; if he do not turn from his way, he shall die in his iniquity; but thou hast 

delivered thy soul.  

10Therefore, O thou son of man, speak unto the house of Israel; Thus ye speak, saying, If our transgressions and our sins be upon us, 

and we pine away in them, how should we then live?  

11Say unto them, As I live, saith the Lord GOD, I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked; but that the wicked turn from his way and 

live: turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways; for why will ye die, O house of Israel?  

12Therefore, thou son of man, say unto the children of thy people, The righteousness of the righteous shall not deliver him in the day of 

his transgression: as for the wickedness of the wicked, he shall not fall thereby in the day that he turneth from his wickedness; neither 

shall the righteous be able to live for his righteousness in the day that he sinneth.  

13When I shall say to the righteous, that he shall surely live; if he trust to his own righteousness, and commit iniquity, all his righteousness 

shall not be remembered; but for his iniquity that he hath committed, he shall die for it.  

14Again, when I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; if he turn from his sin, and do that which is lawful and right;  

15If the wicked restore the pledge, give again that he had robbed, walk in the statutes of life, without committing iniquity; he shall surely 

live, he shall not die.  

16None of his sins that he hath committed shall be mentioned unto him: he hath done that which is lawful and right; he shall surely live.  

17Yet the children of thy people say, The way of the Lord is not equal: but as for them, their way is not equal.  

18When the righteous turneth from his righteousness, and committeth iniquity, he shall even die thereby.  

19But if the wicked turn from his wickedness, and do that which is lawful and right, he shall live thereby.  

20Yet ye say, The way of the Lord is not equal. O ye house of Israel, I will judge you every one after his ways.  

21And it came to pass in the twelfth year of our captivity, in the tenth month, in the fifth day of the month, that one that had escaped out 

of Jerusalem came unto me, saying, The city is smitten.  

22Now the hand of the LORD was upon me in the evening, afore he that was escaped came; and had opened my mouth, until he came to 

me in the morning; and my mouth was opened, and I was no more dumb.  

23Then the word of the LORD came unto me, saying,  

24Son of man, they that inhabit those wastes of the land of Israel speak, saying, Abraham was one, and he inherited the land: but we are 

many; the land is given us for inheritance.  

25Wherefore say unto them, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Ye eat with the blood, and lift up your eyes toward your idols, and shed blood: 

and shall ye possess the land?  

26Ye stand upon your sword, ye work abomination, and ye defile every one his neighbour's wife: and shall ye possess the land?  

27Say thou thus unto them, Thus saith the Lord GOD; As I live, surely they that are in the wastes shall fall by the sword, and him that is 

in the open field will I give to the beasts to be devoured, and they that be in the forts and in the caves shall die of the pestilence.  

28For I will lay the land most desolate, and the pomp of her strength shall cease; and the mountains of Israel shall be desolate, that none 

shall pass through.  

29Then shall they know that I am the LORD, when I have laid the land most desolate because of all their abominations which they have 

committed.  

30Also, thou son of man, the children of thy people still are talking against thee by the walls and in the doors of the houses, and speak 

one to another, every one to his brother, saying, Come, I pray you, and hear what is the word that cometh forth from the LORD.  

31And they come unto thee as the people cometh, and they sit before thee as my people, and they hear thy words, but they will not do 

them: for with their mouth they shew much love, but their heart goeth after their covetousness.  

32And, lo, thou art unto them as a very lovely song of one that hath a pleasant voice, and can play well on an instrument: for they hear 

thy words, but they do them not.  



33And when this cometh to pass, (lo, it will come,) then shall they know that a prophet hath been among them. 

I don't know when it will happen but I know that afterwards there will be civil unrest here in this country and martial law. From dreams 

I have had regarding this and from dreams of other trusted people of God this country will be devastated by natural disasters and foreign 

troops will come here and try to find survivors. We will be exiles living in foreign lands. I have seen the Australians will provide 

transport to help get survivors out and other countries will help out as well. 

Why would this happen? 

Well I believe God has warned this country to repent and give up its SIN and to give up its idols. We have civil union in New Zealand 

which gives the same rights to Homosexual couples as normal married couples of opposite sex, and people living out of wedlock. It’s a 

further eating away at this country’s morals. 

JUDGMENT IS AT THE DOOR NEW ZEALAND 

JEREMIAH 24 

1The LORD shewed me, and, behold, two baskets of figs were set before the temple of the LORD, after that Nebuchadrezzar king of 

Babylon had carried away captive Jeconiah the son of Jehoiakim king of Judah, and the princes of Judah, with the carpenters and 

smiths, from Jerusalem, and had brought them to Babylon.  

2One basket had very good figs, even like the figs that are first ripe: and the other basket had very naughty figs, which could not be 

eaten, they were so bad.  

3Then said the LORD unto me, What seest thou, Jeremiah? And I said, Figs; the good figs, very good; and the evil, very evil, that cannot 

be eaten, they are so evil.  

4Again the word of the LORD came unto me, saying,  

5Thus saith the LORD, the God of Israel; Like these good figs, so will I acknowledge them that are carried away captive of Judah, whom 

I have sent out of this place into the land of the Chaldeans for their good.  

6For I will set mine eyes upon them for good, and I will bring them again to this land: and I will build them, and not pull them down; 

and I will plant them, and not pluck them up.  

7And I will give them an heart to know me, that I am the LORD: and they shall be my people, and I will be their God: for they shall 

return unto me with their whole heart.  

8And as the evil figs, which cannot be eaten, they are so evil; surely thus saith the LORD, So will I give Zedekiah the king of Judah, and 

his princes, and the residue of Jerusalem, that remain in this land, and them that dwell in the land of Egypt:  

9And I will deliver them to be removed into all the kingdoms of the earth for their hurt, to be a reproach and a proverb, a taunt and a 

curse, in all places whither I shall drive them.  

10And I will send the sword, the famine, and the pestilence, among them, till they be consumed from off the land that I gave unto them 

and to their fathers. 

We have to work out our own salvation with fear and trembling Phil 2:12, You can't rely on other people to help you have a relationship 

with God, the only way to the father is through the son John 14:6. We are the ones who are responsible for our own personal relationship 

with God; we can't point fingers and say to God it was his or her fault. We have to shut the door and have a personal one on one 

relationship with the lord. This is the time its now, the judgment is here we need to get right with God now. 

This message is for New Zealand and the world as well. 

Michael Griffiths New Zealand 

 

JULY 7, 2009  

Hi my name is Michael Griffiths 

I feel I must continue to warn as a watchman. 

Last year in May I had a very striking clear warning from the Lord about a coming conflict which involved Russia and Georgia and an 

invasion by Russia of Europe. 

Just on Saturday 4th of July the first part of this dream has come true here is it as follows: 



I was at some sort of party and there were people celebrating. It was held as a venue at night time at a specific location at Mount 

Mauganui. In the dream I saw a female there who was also invited to this function; she was someone who I went to school with in the 

past. As the dream continued I noticed there was a small baby sitting next to me on another chair. This baby was very evil and had dark 

eyes and was frowning at me. 

I had to get home at 10:30 in this dream. A man sitting next to me suddenly transformed before my eyes into Vladimir Putin and a 

strategic table also appeared in front of me. The lady from my past was very scared as me and Vladimir began to talk. Vladimir was 

talking to me about the country GEORGIA. He wanted it and had a special plan for that country. 

During the dream an unspeakable evil appeared beside Vladimir - a water-like see-through being like a heat shimmer in the form of a 

human. This evil gave me sleep paralysis and I was completely paralyzed by fear. I called out in the name of JESUS and its hold was 

broken as I woke up. 

THE FIRST PART OF THIS DREAM CAME TRUE ON SATURDAY THE 4TH OF JULY 

I was invited to a going away party on Saturday. I was not going to attend because of my views on going into those sorts of venues. I 

went along not drinking anything but coke. It was night time and as we walked into this small bar I saw the lady from the dream there. 

She was also invited to this party. She was shocked to see me because we haven't seen each other in years. My wife wanted to only stay 

for an hour and I recall 10:30 came up and I wanted to go. 

Now at the time this happened I didn't realise, it wasn't until last night that God told me my dream was coming to pass! 

This shocked me to my core. 

Now.... 

The second part of my dream is still to come but is so very close. 

Another war with Georgia may be on the cards very, very soon but it is more significant than that, this is why. 

The same night back in 2008 on the 17th of May I had a dream after falling back off to sleep that riots had broken out across EUROPE. 

I could see heavy civil unrest on the border of France near Belgium. 

The French president said "I DON'T CARE ABOUT THE RIOTS, RUSSIA IS GOING TO INVADE IN JULY ANYWAY." 

I then saw a head line. "Does Putin know something we should know?" 

I'm NOT saying this is going to happen this JULY - no I am not! 

I am telling you that this dream is slowly coming to pass and it is very shocking.  

Another point I want to make is that right now Caucasus 2009 is taking place. It is an annual Russian military exercise held in the 

northern Caucasus Mountains. Last year about 1 week after Caucasus 2008 Russia invaded Georgia. Will this take place again? 

I think the Lord is warning here he reminded me of this dream as I was making dinner last night. 

Please pray about this in Jesus name. 

My dreams lately have been about military drafting to war, and poorly trained under age soldiers being sent off to fight, some very, very 

young. 

This was not a metaphor for something else, it was a military battle and soldiers were needed urgently. 

Please pray 

God bless you all in Jesus name. 

Michael Griffiths 

OCTOBER 22, 2009  

Hi  

I have put these newsletters together as an addition to my website. I hope these news letters have encourage in some way a deeper 

relationship with Jesus Christ. 

Sometimes receiving dreams and revelations I have been very frustrated, which I have no right to be as these dreams belong to the Lord 

and not myself. I have continued to have re occurring dreams namely about Tsunami's striking parts of New Zealand. Many times I have 

asked the Lord to take away my dreams if they are not from him and also I'll be happy to remove my website if it is not his will for it to 

exist. From these prayers I have had my dreams continue and no impression or conformation to delete my site. I will continue to sound 



the warning until my job is done. Please pray for direction for me as man plans his ways, God directs his steps. I have no clear direction 

from the Lord at this point in time so I will continue in the direction directly ahead of me which is the Army. 

Many of you have probably heard about the large earthquakes in the south Pacific at the beginning of October. There was a devastating 

Tsunami in Samoa which also affected Tonga, and caused wide spread panic in New Zealand and along the Australian coast. Within 24 

hours a devastating earth quake struck Indonesian and following that another. I was led by the Lord to warn and after a telephone 

confirmation by a brother in Australia, I sent a warning by email to 100 churches to pray for the protection of New Zealand. What 

surprised me was I had only two replies and the people seemed to be more curious who I was instead of the main point of the email. I 

don't hold that against them in any way and can see it from their point of view, "Who are you again?' 

I hope the churches who received the letter at least considered praying for New Zealand. With dreams and warnings we can never put 

accurate timing on when these things will take place, as it can leave us wide open to be badged a false prophet. We must leave these 

things in God’s hands; He does however give us sign posts. Having dreams from the Lord has shown me where to be careful in trying 

to assume too much about it, I have had an idea when I thought things were going to happen and always I was wrong. Some dreams I 

had came to pass within weeks; others a year or two. Then there are the big scary global dreams that have not happened, yet which to a 

degree I am glad. 

I will share with you now my latest dreams from the Lord and I ask you to measure it against Gods word the Holy Bible and if you don't 

think it’s of the Lord do not in any way accept it. 

GORGON 

I had a very unusual dream on the 18th of June 2009 of a strange lizard like being that stood up like a man. Please ask the Lord about 

this one as I am still unsure what to make of it. A giant rock crashed down in the middle of a city it was day time and this rock was 

actually a spacecraft of some kind. It was as though hovering in midair and was watching this event take place as though I was actually 

there. Countless amounts of soldiers were firing rifles at this creature as it came from the inside of this gigantic asteroid. It had the ability 

to disrupt time and everything slowed down to half speed but it was able to move very fast. I saw it destroying buildings and vehicles 

without touching them. I could see soldiers being torn in two as well and cars, and lamp posts being crushed by some psychic force. It 

didn't know what to make of this as I was fully conscious in my mind as this dream unfolded, all I remember thinking was "Wow this 

thing is invincible." All I could gather from seeing it was it was ancient and supernatural. Could this line up with signs in the heavens? 

Is this a part of the Nephilim? I am not sure by I put the dream into the back of my head.  

On the 18th of August 2009 2 months after the first dream of what the Lord told me was a "Gorgon" I had the dream again but this time 

I was in my home town at night. I was standing outside looking up at the stars and noticed a sparkling trail drift down toward the earth. 

A little silent shooting star fell down amongst the hills in the distance. There was not much of an impact just a deep thud. Then another 

drifted down not too long after it. I heard a rhythmic hum pulsating from where these objects had landed. They were smoldering and I 

could see the smoke lit up by a dull red glow where they had landed. The humming increased in tempo, by this stage a lot of the town 

folk knew about it and had gathered around where it had crashed. I could see the crowds at night and also fire service trucks were making 

their way there. I wanted to take a close look myself but my mother in the dream warned me adamantly not to go. Now my sister was 

living at a different address the street name I was certain of in the dream and remember the layout of the front yard. All of a sudden a 

monstrous roar thundered in the distance followed by a terrified scream of a crowd. I knew that these huge monsters had come out from 

the rocks and were now killing people. I was desperate to get as far away from this monster as possible and it was approaching. Within 

minutes the monster had arrived where we were. I was in the process of running from the house with my young nephew. The monster 

had become invisible and its deep foot prints could be seen in the ground as it approached me and a small crowd. Ever thing turned into 

slow motion as it got closer. Then the dream ended. 

I emailed this dream to my mother as I was out of the country when I had it. She informed me that my sister had made plans to move 

house and yes she was moving to the exact street where she lived in my dream. After returning to New Zealand I saw the house and 

recognised the front yard from the dream immediately. 

So what is this Gorgon? 

GIANTS  

At the end of July while in Australia I had a dream where I was in a field at night time. In this field at night were terrified people running 

in different directions from these huge giants which had a height 3 times that of a normal man. For some unknown reason the chase was 

only confined to the field and no one seemed to jump the fence and bolt away. The giant men were wearing giant hooded robes and had 

white pale faces with deeply set eye sockets. I don't know what these beings were. They were so tall that [in] only one easy step they 

could get over a high fence. From the dream a woman appeared who was also one of them, but she was normal size and looked just like 

a normal woman. What does this dream mean? Could this be a dream describing the reappearance of the Nephilim? Could the field be 

the world, could the people running away be the believers in Christ who are trying to escape persecution? Who is the woman - public 

relations for these evil beings? 

THE ALIEN DECEPTION 



I have come to the conclusion that aliens are nothing more than the fallen angels that rebelled with Satan. I know that the universe is 

vast and there is most likely life on other planets given the size and amount of stars out there obviously there are planets rotating around 

the sun like type of stars. What we must remember as children of God through faith in Christ Jesus is that we were made in God's image 

and we are special. If countless space faring races have been visiting our planet like so many conspiracy sites say, they would just land 

and tell us they exist, it makes no sense to tease us by making appearances in the sky to keep people intrigued and guessing. Another 

view is that God knows they are fallen angels and is in a constant war trying to keep their activities to a minimum until the appointed 

time of deception. On the 7th day of August 2009 I had a very vivid dream where I saw a blinding light brighter than the sun. In the 

glare an alien being emerged with a man. They were walking side by side as if in some sort of conversation. A person to my side 

screamed "Ra is here!" I ran away in fear and hid. I saw in the distance a group of lizard looking men wearing red flowing robes. I ran 

to my mother’s house and she was sobbing in her room. She said that members of our family had been taken away and we would never 

see them again. If this dream is true and is a warning of something that will take place in the future, how could believers in Christ be 

taken away by these evil beings, unless they were deceived by some strong deception? 

HYBRIDS 

I had a dream on October 5th that a certain president I am not going to name was speaking in his/her presidential office on the phone 

about Nephilim. He or she said that there were tall aliens or hybrid humans that had already arrived on earth. I heard they were 3 to 5 

times taller than a normal man, and their huge spacecraft were around the earth. I heard that they were discussing what to tell us here, 

where they were from. It was a lie of course; they were going to say they were from the Orion constellation. There were some who had 

been living under the earth for 16,000 years. I know that there is a popular John Kelvin belief that the earth is 6000 years old, and if you 

do the math according to the book of Genesis it’s bang on. But I think maybe there was something that happened before Adam and Eve 

were alive between Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 1:2. It’s only a theory.  

Genesis 1 

1In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.  

2And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of 

the waters.  

NOW LOOK AT JEREMIAH 4:23 

23I beheld the earth, and, lo, it was without form, and void; and the heavens, and they had no light.  

24I beheld the mountains, and, lo, they trembled, and all the hills moved lightly.  

25I beheld, and, lo, there was no man, and all the birds of the heavens were fled.  

26I beheld, and, lo, the fruitful place was a wilderness, and all the cities thereof were broken down at the presence of the LORD, and by 

his fierce anger.  

27For thus hath the LORD said, The whole land shall be desolate; yet will I not make a full end.  

28For this shall the earth mourn, and the heavens above be black; because I have spoken it, I have purposed it, and will not repent, 

neither will I turn back from it.  

Could this mean there were other men on earth before Adam and Eve? Were there other civilizations we have long forgotten about? 

Was there a pre-Adamic flood? I don't know God knows and until we get to heaven we will probably never know. Remember how Satan 

is described in the book of Isaiah chapter 14 

12How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!  

13For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount 

of the congregation, in the sides of the north:  

14I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.  

15Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit.  

16They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made the earth to tremble, that did 

shake kingdoms;  

17That made the world as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof; that opened not the house of his prisoners?  

Chapter 16 and 17 is interesting, Satan made the earth to tremble, he made the world a wilderness, he destroyed the cities, and he 

wouldn't let the prisoners go! 

This is my own personal opinion and you must trust the word as it is.  



TSUNAMI DREAMS 

Now on the 5th July 2009 I have a dream where I was shown a sequence of events. I saw angels talking in heaven, then a large tidal 

wave followed by an asteroid impact on earth. There is no timing for these events although the Samoa/ Tonga tsunami might have been 

the one from that dream. What next, the asteroid impact? I have seen these recurring dreams of asteroids and comet impacts for years 

on end. Those events when they finally happen will be a very scary time for everyone on earth. If we have any form of apathy I'm sure 

it will vanish quickly. 

On the 17th of July I had a dream that I was in a small coastal town, don't know where. There were a lot of surfers and body boarders 

in the water at the beach. The waves were breaking in a nice smooth rhythm than all out of the blue no wave came. Then a roar thundered 

in the distance - a huge dark wave was coming toward us. I ran for the only hill I could see and had to run through a town to get to it. I 

thought as the dream ended “We are all going to die." 

On the 9th of September I was dreaming of New Zealand from above and could see the top of the North Island. The ocean had claimed 

alot of the Hauraki plains and a new sea channel existed linking Tauranga to the Hauraki Gulf. The ocean flowed down through the 

Karangahake Gorge. I could see cargo ships using this new sea channel. I somehow knew that mining companies had taken advantage 

of this flood and could get ships to important minerals easier. 

On the 14th of October I had a dream that a huge dirty sea surge engulfed the east coast of the country. The ocean was foamy and brown. 

I was surprised and yelled out to people that the sea had receded and a wave was coming. They all ignored me. After the wave came we 

were all praying together. 

On the 17th of October I had a dream there was a large volcanic eruption in New Zealand. The rocks from the initial explosion sprayed 

the road I was driving on like huge hailstones. I was trying to get home but massive mud slides had buried the roads, large cracks had 

appeared everywhere. 

My dreams of tsunamis keep coming even when I ask the Lord to take them away if they are not from him. I will ask the Lord my next 

steps to take.  

Please email me if you have any revelations from the Lord concerning the dreams mentioned here. 

And if the Lord has been giving you dreams feel free to share them with me. The time is now to get our lives fully committed to the 

Lord. It has been very hard for me in recent times, I trust the Lord has me in his palm and this is his will for my life. I have not worked 

much this year and my wife has supported me alot financially but God is good and things have always worked out for us.  

Praise the name of Jesus and God bless you. 

Michael Griffiths 

OCTOBER 28, 2009  

Dear readers 

I have had alot of controversial dreams and visions as you already know.  

A lot I haven't shared because I was unsure about the truth of the dreams and visions. But I believe now I will share everything and you 

yourself can ask the Holy Spirit if it is of God. At the beginning of the year I saw that there was a covert space program going on and a 

mission to Mars was going to be revealed. The truth about the time it took to get there was completely untrue and the space craft which 

was American was called 'USS AMERICA" It was white like a space shuttle and had black parts over its structure. The craft was 

travelling through space and I could see it pass me and head for Mars. This spacecraft was shaped like a flying saucer but it blended 

smoothly at the front and looked like it had an aircraft type cockpit, I could see windows like a space shuttle on the nose. I could hear 

distinct radio conversation between the America and some sort of base as it passed me. It made a hard landing on the surface of the 

planet almost like it had crashed. Two gigantic creatures who were very evil approached the crashed ship and entered inside. The beings 

looked like gigantic men but were covered in fur. One had a huge mouth with thousands of sharp teeth. They were talking to each other 

as they went inside, I knew their intentions. They wanted to kill the crew of the America. I could see Mars’ two moons in the  sky, this 

was happening at night time. The Lord revealed to me a while back in a dream he had an angel on the planet Mars called "Romel." He 

and his beings were going to wage a war on mankind at a time in the not too distant future. I believe that there is a connection with these 

two revelations. NASA, I am convinced, is a cover for a covert deep space operation that is going on, but why? 

STRANGE MAN AND WAR IN SPACE 

A few nights back I where a strange being came down from the sky at night and began to reveal a revelation to me. This man had a 

flaming head and flaming hands; it was as though his head and hands were on fire but were not burning his skin. He said to me "There 

is intelligence coming in from space." Then I saw deep in space that they had lost contact with [a] Mars moon. I don't know which one 

but there was a huge bright explosion in space. I then saw the stars in the sky in their glory, bright and gleaming in amazing detail. I 

could see explosions appear between the stars as though a galactic war was taking place. Then the dream changed and I was in my 

mother’s house at night. There out the window I could see bright lights packed together in the sky - it was a gigantic space craft. I rushed 



to get a camera but could not find one to take a decent photo. The ship drifted out of view. I was passed a camera from my mother and 

ran quickly outside. As I did it became day time. My mother said "You must take a photo or the family will not believe you!" I was 

annoyed at this statement from my mother. A news reporter was standing on my mother’s front lawn and he said to me 'There it goes." 

I saw the huge ship in broad day light. It looked like a giant TV remote, no wings just a big shape and it was painted in a dark blue-grey 

military paint scheme. I took a quick shot of this craft but soon realised they were landing everywhere. The ships were cargo ships and 

were carrying troops. They came running in from all directions and begun cordoning off houses so no one could move. Large futuristic 

type vehicles I have never seen before also came out of these ships. They were all involved in this operation. They captured me and I 

was put with other prisoners who had been caught. One thing to note is that the troops were all in black fatigues and all looked the same. 

They also had red hair.  

STRANGE INFORMATION 

I had a dream last night where I was shown a conversation between what I believe were space forces. I saw "REQUEST RESCUE" I 

saw a spacecraft had left Mars with a box full of military equipment. Then I saw the words "SLEMI" and "OBAMA, ALIENS". The 

spacecraft leaving Mars was a silver typical UFO. It looked like a two mixing bowls connected together. I saw also the words "ANGELS 

TELL ALIENS TO SURRENDER." There were also humans on a military base on another planet starting with "E.' It was obviously 

not in our solar system. I saw astronauts on this planet digging into the surface with spades. The ground was hard sand. I think they may 

have been trying to hide. 

SILVER UFO IN 2005 

In the year 2005 I saw a group of events take place in a dream. First a large rocket launch that failed, then a silver UFO landing on earth. 

This UFO looked like a silver mixing bowl, the same one I saw leaving Mars in my dream last night. The rocket I saw on the launching 

pad might be the Aries that is planned to take off tomorrow. Could the launch of the Aries tie in with the arrival of this UFO? All I have 

gathered is that a massive military operation is underway in space that we do not know about. There are unknown alien forces which 

are probably fallen angels and also mankind is somehow caught up in all of this. The details I have seen have led me to intercede for the 

people in trouble. There is no way I can even realise this information onto my website for fear of ridicule, or speak about it on Christian 

forums. No one will ever believe me. I know this is going on and that there is a covert war being waged in the heavens. All I can do is 

pray for the people I see in distress. Please pray if you feel led to. 

Recap: 

1. Military spacecraft USS AMERICA 

2. Military base on another planet 

3. Distress calls requesting rescue 

4. Obama knows about the aliens (my assumption) 

5. Spacecraft around Mars 

6. Alien forces on Mars 

7. Angels asking aliens to surrender 

8. Giant military spacecraft used to carry troops and vehicles (Invasion forces) 

9. NASA is a cover  

10. Explosion on Mars moon, contact is lost. 

Michael Griffiths 

APRIL 20, 2010  

ENCOUNTER ON A STRANGE PLANET 

On the 5th of November 2009 I vividly saw a planet that was crumbling away. I could see it clear in detail and a multitude of cracks and 

fragments covered its fragile hulk. In this dream I was fighting with a man on this planet and held him to the ground. I had to strike him 

a multitude of times to subdue him he was so strong. This man had ginger colored hair similar to clones I have seen in other space 

dreams. A woman in high authority came along and the man I was fighting with was released and I and another man were made to sit 

on our knees. The woman shot me and someone unknown next to me with a Taser-like device. The difference was that this machine did 

not electrocute us but was connected to a machine that would make our bodies explode from the inside out. I was worried in the dream 

and began to pray to God as I felt this was not a dream but God had taken me to this place in the spirit and I was going to die. I began 

to pray in tongues. All of a sudden they turned off the machine and I was not killed. 



I then quickly saw Satan in this dream. He was an angelic-like handsome prince wearing a helmet on his head shaped like a falcon’s 

head. Also I saw gigantic angelic men piloting these strange flying saucer type spacecraft. I assumed from this that I was witnessing 

Satan's cosmic hideaway or a part of his cosmic army. 

WAR 

On the 16th of November 2009 I saw in a dream a huge line of soldiers marching through the night. I was in a house in an unknown 

location and could see them all out the window walking along a fence line. The line of troops progressed as far as the eyes could see 

and I could tell these were everyday people and not like regular soldiers. They were poorly trained conscripts and from many 

nationalities. They were from the impression of the dream going to fight either China or Russia. They had marched across the breadth 

of the earth from Europe and Asia. I saw that India had done thing and China had also. A conflict had erupted near the Korean peninsula. 

I saw jets strike at another country and it was a revenge attack is what I sensed. I stopped to talk to one of the soldiers and he was very 

friendly, a regular person caught up in a foreign war.  

A foreign war maybe in Europe and spreading into Asia involving China, Russia, Korea, people being drafted to counter the large land 

forces of China. 

IT IS TIME, IT IS FINISHED 

A day later on the 17th of November 2009 I had a dream about the end times where the Lord spoke to me in the dream in a deep voice 

as I was staring into a mirror in a toilet. I looked at myself and a deep Darth Vader type voice spoke and said "Its time, it is finished." I 

starred at the mirror in shock and walked out of the room. Then a man left in a stressful manner saying to himself as he held his hands 

on his ears "A voice told me it was the end times, it is true - famines, plagues, pestilence." I then noticed in the dream that people were 

being shipped off to war. I saw a boat hull and it was like soldiers were loaded inside. Then the scene changed again and I saw the Army 

and Navy in New Zealand were hurried desperately to get new recruits. I assumed people were being drafted to help in a foreign war. I 

saw a lot of female officers but no males. The Pope appeared in the dream at the end of a long table and a light voice spoke to me and 

said "We must read the bible ourselves and not rely on others to read it for you; you are responsible for yourself." 

Possibility of a war that will even ask of New Zealand troops to contribute just like during World War One and Two. 

NIBIRU AND ITS CHANGES 

I have had some recent Nibiru dreams, the first on the 17th of November 2009. In this dream I was shown an earth-like planet. It had 

blue oceans and thick clouds. All of a sudden as the planet was rotating rapidly the surface became barren and desolate similar to Mars. 

I then saw this object accelerate through space. It was accompanied by a moon, a cluster of asteroids, and a large dead sun which I 

believe to be the Nemesis companion star to our sun. I saw the group whisk past Mars at high speed. I'm not a time or date setter on this 

event but believe that 2012 will most probably pass without any significance. It has amazed me that 2012 was the supposed end of the 

Mayan calendar and suddenly it has been associated with aliens returning and the appearance of Nibiru. I do not have an opinion on this 

and think that possibly that 2012 could be a hyped version of Y2K or the next best thing. My arrival date of this Red planet could be 

any time 100 years away, 1000 I don't know only God knows.  

SUPERNATURAL LODGE EXPERIENCE 

On the 9th of January 2010 I was staying at a lodge with my wife called the shearers lodge. It was an old sheep searing house converted 

into a bed and breakfast. That night as I stayed there I had a wonderful supernatural encounter with God. I was suddenly while asleep 

completely drowned in a white blinding light that shone through my entire body. I felt a powerful anointing from God wash over me 

and an indescribable warm peace of his presence. I felt my inner spirit begin to actually weep it was as though another person inside my 

belly was crying uncontrollably. I then could see through this white light tears falling down from heaven. I saw the mercy seat where 

Jesus was sitting and could see the tears were falling past his white robe and the edge of his seat onto me and a white book I could see 

in this state. This was not a dream. I was fully awake in my mind but in another state like I was out of body during the night. I understood 

that this book had to do with a group of people in a city in New Zealand - they were missionaries or something. The book came into 

view and I saw the words "New Testament" written on the cover.  I saw instructions that I had to read it again. 

WAR 

In January 2010 I had a dream where I was at an airshow enjoying myself. I was watching a jet do a display routine when all of a sudden 

I looked high above into the stratus and could see a multitude of lights moving in a huge formation during the day time. They looked 

like hundreds of stars glowing. My eyes were able to focus in clearly and the points of lights turned out to be the glare of jet after burners. 

I could see these jets creating vapour trails and I noticed a B1B bomber with its wings swept back. The impression from the dream was 

that a war was being planned secretly and a host of aircraft had been moved off in preparation for a war. I tried to warn everyone and I 

was able to see the formation in a control room on a radar screen. A man was switching off the radar screens as I was trying to draw 

attention to the jets. It was being covered up.  

Is this a planned attack on Iran that is being slowly organised? 

FINAL COUNTDOWN 



On the 19th of February I had a dream where I was near my home town on the beach I heard a song playing that said "It’s the final 

countdown." I saw out to see black clouds near an island and also flashes of lightning. Then out from behind the island I saw a large 

white diamond or spinning top shaped UFO; the dream quickly ended.  

This might be a warning that a UFO event maybe on the horizon or just more of a future sign post. 

WAR 

I dreamt on the 22nd of February that a European city maybe London from what I could see was in total steaming ruins. I tried to 

recognise a feature but I was unable. I felt the Lord’s presence in this dream and knew from what he was saying it was England and I 

was to go there some day. 

 

SUPERNATURAL ENCOUNTERS 

I have had some frequent out of body experiences that I will brush over. While asleep during the day I was out of my body and upstairs 

in my house. I was holding a sword in my hand and looked out a window in my house. I saw movement in the window of the neighbour’s 

house and a spirit man shot an arrow at me. The arrow hit me and a bolt of energy hit my body. I was able to duck down and semi-

deflect the blow. This is one instant where I have been out of my body when God allows and a few times I have been holding a sword. 

I believe this is the sword of the spirit from Ephesians 6 or Hebrews 4:12. Every night I ask God for the full armour of God as when I 

receive revelations about events I get attacked from evil spiritual forces. 

One night an evil presence entered my room and I was paralyzed to my bed and unable to wake up. I asked for the sword of the spirit 

and instantly felt a sword handle grow inside my fingers as I lay in the bed. I literally felt the physical shape of the sword handle push 

my fingers open.  

DIVINE INTERVENTION FOR MY WIFE 

One night I was sleeping alone as my wife was at work doing a night shift and would return home early morning. I felt an evil angel 

approach my house from far off and as it got nearer to my room I said to it in my head "I command you to come into the obedience of 

Christ in Jesus name!" I said it in my mind as its presence paralyzed me and I was unable to wake myself up. I felt its tangible anger 

toward me and it spoke in my mind and said "Your wife will die in a car accident," I spoke back and said "No she won't." The angel 

spoke back and said "Yes she will," I said to it "Get out of my house in Jesus name!" Then the angel disappeared and I woke up. I prayed 

earnestly for my wife and went to sleep. In the morning I told my wife what had happened and she said on her way home from work 

two cars ran a red light and she just missed them. They were travelling at high speed in a low speed zone. 

I praise God that the appearance of that evil angel was turned around by God so I could pray for my wife! Praise the Lord. 

DIVINE INTERVENTION FOR MY SISTER 

During one day I had slept in and had a dream two Spanish women were driving a silver car dangerously in a car park. It was like I was 

on the bonnet of the car. I saw them pull out and have an accident with an unseen vehicle on the road. I felt an evil presence and a demon 

spoke in my ear and told me that someone had just died. I told the demon to go in Jesus name and woke up quickly. I didn't know what 

to make of the dream but for some reason my sister and Nephew came to mind. I knew they were travelling that day. I prayed for their 

protection and woke up for the rest of the day. Later that evening I contacted my sister and she said a silver car pulled out behind her as 

she was driving and two women were in the car. They did not look and crashed side onto another vehicle. My sister was only a second 

away from the accident and witnessed it behind her in her rear vision mirror. Later that evening I learnt it was two Spanish tourists and 

they both died in the crash. 

God bless 

Mike 

New Zealand. 

 


